
August 29, 2012 
Walking On Eagles  
 
I just got a report in, and if you know anything about it, do give me details: Curtis 
Walking Eagle was arrested? If so, his inside knowledge of the Ronin Money 
Laundering Machine will be a big problem for everyone out there, and everyone 
connected to everyone out there.  So, waiting on details.  
 
But, there is another Walking Eagle moving into a position of both Power and 
vulnerability: Darren Walking Eagle, whom we have covered in this blog-- years 
ago, also key to the Ronin Money Laundering Machine, has been appointed to a 
job that was never posted: "Chief Administrative Officer", and Marty Alex has 
been demoted to something that is sandwiched between his old job and Wanda 
White-Trottier. (Sorry for the mental graphic). (*serves up 'Brain Bleach' to the 
affected).  
 
What is happening with this? Why was the appointment made while Whistle 
Weenie was in Shokapee? As Chairman, he is creating layers and layers of 
insulation between himself, the media, the occasional journalist inquiry, and any 
government investigation.   
 
Yup, he is trying to bury himself under more crap and more crap makers in order 
to stall off the inevitable. The hammer is coming down and he thinks that hiding 
behind nails will save him.  
 
FBI Abuse Of Authority 
Leave the Kids Alone 
 
The FBI seems to not know nor care what the laws are regarding juveniles out 
there. Supposedly they are investigating one of the many murders that has 
happened in the past year or two, and one of the agents, despite the School 
Principal warning him to not interrogate a juvenile without their parent or guardian 
present, he said that he was FBI and "I can do whatever I want."  
 
Apparently not. The School is now reinforcing the protection of children and 
enforcing the rules on that very issue. Normally, if these were children anywhere 
but on the rez, that particular agent would be hauled off. Does anyone know the 
name of the agent who attempted this abuse? I have my suspicions.  
 
Further, his button-holing a child on campus is clearly an attempt to not only 
intimidate the child, but to paint a big bright target on that child's back, regardless 
of whether the kid knew anything or not.  Anything happens to that kid, there will 
be  Holy Hell to pay.  
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Anything happens to any of those kids you talked to-- without their parent or 
guardian present, is illegal.  
 
But then again, the FBI makes their own laws, right? They don't answer to 
anyone?  
 
Timid Purdon Loves Fish 
 
Tim Purdon does not want to talk to anyone that has information to offer. He 
directs everyone to go through Agent Derrick Trout. That's right, the very same 
Derrick Trout who, at the murder scene of the two dead children, ordered the 
aunt of those dead children to take the clothes of the mother, and of the surviving 
child-- and LAUNDER THEM! Trout has a long history of destroying evidence, 
losing interviews, and this is the 'go-to' man for Tim Purdon. What could possibly 
go awry?  
 
Who? Little Owl, That's Who 
 
I am hearing more and more about Mark Little Owl and his history of abuse 
towards women who knew him, and his aggressive behaviors towards women 
who want nothing to do with him.  I want documents, people. He has a history 
and it is provable.  Makes him perfect for Tribal Social Services given that 
everyone they have had as their Director has harassed and abused women as 
well as lied, and embezzled.   
 
This is how Whistle Weenie makes "Children a Priority".  
 
They are still counting on this all going away. They are still counting on all this 
fading from public interest. It's Football and NASCAR Season. I'm sure the 
Fighting Sioux Logo will find a way to pop it's feeble head up again if necessary.  
 
Just remember: This is up to all of us to get cleaned up. We cannot accept vague 
statements without actual proof that things have changed and the children that 
are presently still living in homes with pedophiles, drug abusers; being neglected, 
raped and beaten... until we know that they are no longer in danger and are 
receiving the care and therapy they need to recover from all this and our lack of 
awareness of all this, remember-- it is always Open Season on the Children of 
Spirit Lake.  Especially so when the FBI wants to create a moving target for some 
murderer, just for sport.  
 
The only thing standing between those children going missing, being murdered, 
becoming a legacy of abuse and addiction, is you and me and all of us beating 
the drums and demanding resolution. Demanding from Tribal Leaders, County, 
State and Federal Agencies, that they do their job. The job we pay them for. With 
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OUR Tax Dollars.  
 
We are their employers. They answer to us. Never forget that.  
 
Bullies and Bozos 
 
Reggie Roan Eagle is the one that went around the Blue Building demanding 
routers and emails from everyone. He is Marshall DeMarce's Right hand Man. 
Here's a clue, Marshall, Reggie: No one writes to me from the Blue Building. 
They know you spy on their emails and internet activity. That show of intimidation 
was laughable.  
 
And, to add to Tribal Social Services as the Cover By Chaos Department: 
Monique, the mother of Bentley Grey Bear's love child (whom he has never 
acknowledged, never supported) was moved from Victim Services because she 
got caught shredding documents related to charges against Bentley Grey Bear 
for beating his wife and kids, into some position at Tribal Social Services where, 
apparently, no one dares to actually look.  
 
So, how does it feel, as a woman who has been shunned by the father of her 
child, to destroy the paper trail of charges against that man, by his wife? Is there 
some sort of competition you win by protecting a man who beats his woman? 
Does he love you more now?  
 
Office Pool 
 
Like I said, it's football season. Typically, offices (illegally) make office pools to 
pick teams and final scores for the jackpot.  
 
It's a little different on the rez right now. This office pool has men in sharkskin 
suits, at least 8 FBI agents present in the Blue Building at all times (not sure if 
they are there to protect the corrupt or investigate the corruption; it all depends 
on where they are from) and several other Agents from various government 
agencies, swarming over the rez in general. Again, not sure of where they are 
from or what their intentions are at this point, especially given that one FBI agent 
tried to paint a target on a school kid's back this week.  
 
So the pool out there is: "Who will be arrested first?" Pick a name, pick a date, 
and pick an hour.  
 
Alphabet Wars 
 
FBI, BIA depending which office they come out of, either work together to protect 
the corrupt or work against each other to arrest or protect the corrupt.  Other 
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agencies, all alphabets, are out there in this mix as well.  
 
Example: Rod Cavenaugh was arrested in the morning on Monday. Hauled off in 
cuffs. And then, within an hour, the BIA had the warrant voided and Cavenaugh 
was not only 'un-arrested' he was, so I am told by several people, given a $2000 
incentive-bonus for doing such a good job! Remember: Rod has not filed ONE 
REPORT in decade plus of working as the BIA Liaison, but they sure do jump to 
protect him.  
 
They can't be moved off their stumps to protect the children out there, but wow, 
arrest Rod Cavenaugh? Boom! They move like panthers! 
 
"The Children Are Sacred", "The Children are our Priority"-- and the entire Tribal 
Council is out of town, hiding out at Mystic Lake Casino in Minnesota. They plan 
on being out of town next week also. With Sacred Children Being their Priority, 
one has to wonder what could possibly be so urgent and important in Mystic Lake 
that they have to spend all that time there and not return calls? 
 
Whistle Weenie has also decided to hide behind the Little Woman. A private cell 
phone that he has had for years, he now has his wife carry around for him so she 
can get the calls from reporters, investigators. Yeah, he's that cowardly.  And 
some people are afraid to ask him hard questions? Afraid of what? That he will 
piss himself?  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


